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About The Author
Higher Level Strategies (HLS) exists to EMPOWER Internet
entrepreneurs. We provide quality services to serious Internet
marketing success seekers by way of web design, product
creation and “Done For You” web business development. We aim
to deliver cutting edge solutions to ordinary people that don't
necessarily have an extensive technical, internet or online sales
experience. Unlike coaching and mentoring companies that
promise to teach you Ecommerce, Real Estate Investing,
Financial Planning, Stock Market Investing and everything under
the sun, we specialize in one thing and one thing only, Internet

Marketing.

HLS is owned and operated by Omar Martin, and his wife Melinda since early 2009. Omar’s
vision for HLS to become a multifaceted Internet Entrepreneur Empowerment Company is now a
reality.

At present, the HLS team is made up of a powerful staff of 4 extremely skilled and talented
individuals. The company is operated by Omar and his lovely bride Melinda Martin right out of
their humble home in Palm Bay Florida. The personal interaction with their clients is unparalleled.
They take on only a few serious clients per month so that they can personally interact with each
of them. With HLS web services you get a personal touch that you just won’t find anywhere else.

HLS was established to serve success minded individuals just like you that are tired of buying old
rehashed ebooks and software products to no avail. We want to help you leverage the power of
the internet to launch a successful business through step by step mentorship. With HLS
mentoring, marketing and “Done For You” web business development, we will help you devise a
training syllabus and development schedule that is custom tailored to your specific needs and
time constraints if that is what you desire. Our professional staff is comprised of industry experts
that will help you achieve online success through courteous, one on one attention and service.

If you prefer to have the web work DONE FOR YOU, we've got you covered there as well. Our
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team can create your website, continuity program, email marketing campaigns, social web
presence, list building squeeze page, custom blog themes, professional sales videos, product
launch campaigns, membership websites and much more. We custom tailor our web
development services to your EXACT needs so you can be as involved as YOU like or as hands
off if you wish. Whichever you prefer, we've got your back.

Internet Marketing can be a very time consuming, frustrating and even costly endeavor when you
try to do it all alone. Omar Martin has helped thousands of people build websites and online
businesses throughout the years. Many of them now work for themselves and even earn a six
figure income. We welcome the opportunity to help you build your business and achieve online
success today.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this module we will discuss the anatomy of a long-form sales letter and recent adaptation using
video in a “hybrid” format. Basically, the long-form sales letter is a time-tested and proven
structure in guiding prospects through the purchase decision. Today savvy marketers have
adopted a “hybrid” version of the traditional long-form sales letter, as video is so effective. This
“hybrid” sales letter format has proven to convert much better than the traditional long-form sales
letter approach.

As you can imagine, the process begins with the importance of capturing the attention of a
prospect through a visually appealing page that incorporates engaging sales copy. Without these
elements, the process of converting a prospect into a customer doesn’t even have a chance to
begin. In fact, there are many smaller pieces of the overall puzzle that have to fit together
properly to capture the prospect’s attention, retain it, and move them to ultimately take action.

Unfortunately, Internet marketers and product creators do not give the sales page the proper
attention it deserves. They often spend more time with market research, creating a member’s
area and download page, designing the payment process, and even creating their product,
without giving the same amount of attention and energy in creating an initial engaging sales page.

This lack of attention literally defeats the overall effort when the sales page is merely “thrown
together” as if it were an afterthought. You, as a successful marketer, and product creator, must
realize that if the sales page copy is not engaging and effective, noone will ever see your actual
product. Thus, your countless hours in creating the product were spent in vain.

In contrast, a successful marketer begins with the sales page and its copy at the forefront of their
efforts. Often the creation of an outline will spell out what they want their product to be in a kind of
wish list to grow into. Thus, reverse engineering the process in this manner allows the product
creator to manifest the product by holding the intention all along the development path.
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As you hold the outlined intention, you need to focus on important key elements that you will
need to interject into your sales letter. Realize that you will probably be changing these earlier
outlined elements around as your product develops, or as you market test various “offerings”.
Thus, as the process is dependent upon many variables, like your source of traffic, target
audience, and particular product’s niche, you will need to be flexible in allowing your sales page
to evolve. With that said, I have tested and identified proven elements in a particular structure
that have consistently performed exceptionally well.

The structure I find most effective is what I have coined. I call it the “hybrid” long-form sales letter.
This “hybrid” sales letter is really a combination between a video sales letter (VSL) and a
traditional long-form sales letter.

I feel the top six inches of this “hybrid” sales letter is the most important area of your page. It is
often referred to as the “deck”. Being the top portion of the page, the prospect sees this area
initially without the need of scrolling. As your prospects are using a myriad of electronic devices
to consume your content, it is important to leverage technology that will allow tablets, smart
phones, along with traditional computers, to view your sales page as intended. In order to
accomplish this your website development must incorporate what the web design industry has
coined “responsive” design. As many Internet marketer’s leverage the power and flexibility that
Wordpress provides, the designers often adopt a “theme” that already incorporates “responsive”
web design functionality. This ensures their sales page will display correctly regardless of
electronic device.

Along with being “responsive” in design, it is important to incorporate visually appealing elements
that retain the viewer’s attention. Attractive visual design will help determine whether the prospect
continues to read or quickly bounces away. Just remember that if you can't hook them within a
couple of second then everything you have done after that point is moot. As an aside to the “deck”
of the “hybrid” sales page being visually engaging, I want you to remember in the back of your
mind that it will be as equally important to spend time constructing an effective “offer”. The “offer”
will include the price point, features and benefits, any payment plans, bonuses, etc…. Thus,
these two important elements, the “deck” and the “offer”, will ultimately work in tandem to convert
prospects into buyers upon landing on your “hybrid” long-form sales page. We will discuss the
“offer” in detail at a later time.
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Chapter 2

The Deck

Let’s talk about the “four” main sections of a “hybrid” long-form sales page or sales letter. The
four key sections of the “hybrid” sales letter is the “deck” (top 6 inches), “body”, “close” and the
“call to action”. Within each section are several elements. 

Again, the “deck” as mentioned earlier, is the top six inches of your sales page. This is where the
prospect perhaps is presented with a header image. I recommend the header be clean with a
visually appealing “small” logo. A big mistake that many new to Internet marketing do is that they
create flashy, busy, complicated looking images that can be a little bit too abrasive, and as such,
ultimately detract from the marketer’s main purpose of converting a prospect into a buyer. 

What we have found in our business is that having clean imagery, along with a small logo, tends
to “convert” a lot better.  Also, we have noticed that having an actual visual logo image instead of
just text in the header image for our product works the best. Again, having engaging graphics
does not mean including animated cartoons or scrolling images, as these elements ultimately
distract from your overall mission. So, use a nice, small, clean logo in your header image while
leveraging complementary colors that support the product and desired emotion you wish to elicit
from the viewer. Our last volume, spoke to the psychology of colors, and I recommend reviewing
that for specifics. 

A “pre-headline” is also something that I like to incorporate right beneath the logo and header of
the deck. This is usually a “question” or “challenge” that is smaller in print than what they are
about to see in the “headline”. The challenge could be something like, “Have you ever seen
someone make $100 in under five minutes using nothing but their laptop?” This “pre-headline”
leads the prospect into what is about to happen. The next line might be, “Discover how this one
individual is now able to spend more time with their family because they now make over $100 an
hour.” So, the first “challenge” statement leads into the next line. 

As part of the “deck” of the “hybrid” sales page I recommend, “sandwiching” your sales video
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between your “pre-headline” and the actual “headline”. As the video serves as the focal point on
the “deck” I have seen marketers experiment with its placement. Often they make the video
smaller and place it either to the left or right of both the “pre-header” and “headline” which also
works well. 

Of course, you will need to test various versions of your “hybrid” sales pages to see what works
best for you. The process of testing two different versions of a sales page is called “split testing”.
“Split testing” will help determine what works best for your audience and product as you
experiment with the images and colors, offers, and even words within your copy. However,
regardless of particular placement on the deck the sales video element should never be below
the “deck” forcing the prospect to have to scroll down to find the audio source that automatically
began playing.  Doing this may simply turn your prospect off and ultimately force them to close
the tab or page “post haste” to avoid hearing the audio of a video they are unable to stop quickly.
This will ultimately prevent you from making a sale. So, keep it simple by having a “pre-headline”
followed by a sales video and then the actual “headline” all within the deck. 

Often we include a “sub-headline” following the “headline”.  Now the “headline” should say
something about the biggest “benefit” of your product. So, answer the question, “What is the
biggest benefit a buyer will experience through the purchase of your product?” Then include that
benefit in your “headline”. 

Again, the “pre-headline” is the challenge statement that leads them to the big benefit and the
“sub-headline” backs up what you just said which is placed under the sales video on the deck. At
this point you should “show” them some “proof”. 

Having a big “proof” may be a screenshot of perhaps a picture of you doing what you claimed.
Maybe your “headline” or “pre-headline” made an income claim, which would be best supported
with a snapshot image of your bank account statement. 

Remember that whatever “proof” you place here will “anchor” and substantiate everything you
just claimed. This “proof” will glue everything together and justifies “why” the prospect should
continue reading. 

The prospect should be thinking, “He told me he was going to tell me he’s awesome at something.
Then he told me what he’s awesome at. Then he backed it up by telling me how he’s so
awesome at it.  Then he showed me the truth of the awesomeness.” This all happens within the
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first six inches in the “deck” of your sales page. If you do this right you capture the attention of the
prospect so they continue reading. 

At this point you may consider adding both factors of impulse of  “urgency” and “scarcity” which
should be placed just beneath the proof image. To illustrate a “sense of urgency” you could
incorporating a countdown clock if it is some sort of a sale. Maybe say something like, “Over 200
sold with only 50 remaining. This offer ends Friday, November 1st.” Thus, if you are using a
“factor of impulse” it should be incorporated into the “deck” and not at the bottom somewhere.
I've seen Internet marketers place these two elements down by the order button. But what good
does that do if the person didn't even make it that far in reading your copy? Again, I like placing a
countdown clock up in the deck to instill a sense of “urgency” as the milliseconds fly by. 

Now if you have incorporated all that I have mentioned in the “deck” it should be an effective
enough page to close the deal. Thus, I like to separate the “deck” from the rest of the page with
an order link or button. Because, if the person is ready to buy after viewing your video and
reading your headline then they will need a “buy” or “order now” button right in the bottom most
part of the “deck”. Of course, if you are doing a side-by-side layout, with the video either to the
right or left of your headline, then place your “buy” button opposite your video. Now that the deck
is optimized with these proven elements we can move on to discussing the “body” of the “hybrid”
sales page.
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Chapter 3

The Body

The body of the “hybrid” sales letter is going to incorporate a few different things. This section
begins with a “greeting” element. Within this element I like to include the actual “Date”, a “From”,
and “Subject” lines much like an internal memo. In addition to this, I recommend including a
profile or author picture of yourself along with an image of your faux, appealingly handwritten,
signature for that personal touch.

By using the free service found at MyliveSignature.com you might consider creating your own
handwritten signature image by simply typing in your name and selecting a desired font. Also,
don’t forget to use a dynamic date script so the date at the beginning is always current. Your
photo should be from the shoulders up and present yourself in the most favorable light. This is
because you are trying to establish trust and make a connection with the viewer. By incorporating
all these seemingly superfluous elements the prospect will actually “feel” like they are
communicating with you. This personal touch of addressing your prospect with a photo of
yourself along with handwritten signature evokes an emotion of familiarity as you build trust and
rapport. Let’s face it, a cartoon or characterture of yourself is not going to have the same impact
in building trust as you want them to relate to you. Thus, be sure to have a friendly smiling photo
instead of a mug shot “greeting” the prospect. Once you have established the “greeting”, you will
open up your sales letter in bringing up the “problem” that your product or service will solve.

At this point, spend a couple of paragraphs discussing the “problem”. An example might be a
product that addresses the state of blogging today. I might start saying, “I’m a blogger and love
blogging yet lately I have realized that my blog posts just aren’t getting the comments they used
to back when I began. I think there are many factors that have led to this problem.” Once you
have presented the “problem” you will need to lead into the “imagine” section.

The “imagine” section is where you take the reader to a place where they dream of a time where
they do not have the pain they are experiencing. To further build upon our blogging example you
might say, “Imagine if you could write blog posts and instantly get hundreds of comments from
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places like Facebook and Twitter flocking to your blog from all over the world posting comments
that are engaging and interactive to where your blog is the authority in your particular niche?”
This section is to get the prospect to picture this entire scenario happening in their mind’s eye. So,
the prospect has now initially related to the “problem” and now is “imagining” the possible solution.
The next step within the “body” of the sales letter is to establish “authority” on the subject.

In establishing “authority” this section should address the prospect’s question of, “Why should
you be the one who is qualified to speak to solve the problem that they just imagined and felt the
pain?” In order to get people to buy from you it is apparent that you need to establish that you are
an expert. You need to describe why the prospect should buy from you. You must prove that you
are an authority on the subject. Thus, you need to place any accolades and credentials you have
received along with the reason you should be trusted on the subject. Now that you established
yourself as a credible “authority” on the subject you will need to present the product that will solve
the earlier “problem” they “imagined”.

Thus, the next part of the “body” of your sales letter is the actual presentation of the product. At
this point I prefer the prospect is presented with a clean large image. So, regardless of whether
you are selling a digital or physical product you need to have that solution represented by an
image.
Now I know that those new to Internet marketing may struggle with creating a picture of a
physical item with your product’s name on it as you may feel it is deceptive. However, this image
is merely a visual aid to help your prospect visualize the digital item that they will need to
purchase to solve their problem. Representing your digital download via an image is ideal, as the
human brain thinks in images, not URL links. If the prospect cannot picture your product in their
mind it simply doesn’t exist. Along with an image it is important to list the “features” along with
“benefits” directly under the image of your product. I know I have driven this issue home in
previous trainings yet it is imperative that whenever you list a “feature” you must follow it up with
that feature’s “benefit”. After all, “features” are useless if the prospect is unable to visualize what
“benefits” they will gain by purchasing your solution.

The next part within the “body” of your sales page is demonstrating “social proof”. The best way
to accomplish this is through having “testimonials”. And when it comes to testimonials, the more,
the better. You can never have enough social proof. I remember seeing an effective use of
testimonials in a product called “Butterfly Marketing” where you could just scroll down several
screens of testimonials of real people that were leveraging the tactics found within that product. I
was amazed as a majority of that sales page was just “social proof”.
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Remember, your customers can outsell you ten to one and you should let them. Their
testimonials should be purposeful and concise. Often those new to Internet marketing will
distribute free copies of their product to people to get some feedback and ultimately testimonials
that may be used on their sales page. However, it is important that you control the sales page
along with comments. At times people will submit long-winded testimonials that are merely
regurgitating your sales copy and are not direct and to the point. A well-written testimonial needs
to touch on some specific things. They also need to each highlight a different benefit realized so
they are not all addressing the same thing. Thus, give directions to your reviewers on how to
create a testimonial and what they should make sure to address. Ask them not to ramble and to
pick two or three things that they found really useful and why they feel that way. Ask them to
mention why someone else would find those things beneficial. Thus, give the reviewers specific
things they need to cover in their testimonial. And if you need to modify a word or two or even
shorten their testimonial you must seek their permission. Guiding the testimonial process will
ultimately help make sells. So, it is worth the extra time in working with your reviewers.

The purpose of putting a testimonial on your page is to get people over the fence. Every
testimonial should relate to someone that is out there in your audience. So, I like to diversify my
testimonials. I know that I have a wide range of demographics spanning gender and age to
varying economic and social status. Thus, I want to have as many parts of the demographics
represented in my testimonial section. If you have all homogenous testimonials of exclusively
women between the ages of 20 and 30, a male in his 50’s will find it hard to relate. Again
abundant social proof via testimonials is an exceptional vehicle in which to sell products. So you
must try to vary the types of people that reflect your demographics.

The next thing in the “body” of the sales letter is an optional bonus offering or product. By
providing a bonus you are using a technique call “value stacking”. Once a prospect has made it
through the testimonial section in building “social proof” they are already pretty much sold. So, by
offering a bonus product for free, if they take immediate action today, will help push them over
the fence converting them from a prospect to a customer.

So, you might consider putting an additional free product that will complement the main product
offered. If you do, make sure you include the features followed by tangible benefits along with a
product representation. As this free bonus product is an ancillary and complementary item you
should ensure that it not distract from your featured product thus giving the bonus section limited
space.
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Chapter 4

The Close

Now we come to the “close” of your “hybrid” sales letter. In the closing portion of the letter it is
important to reiterate the benefits while rehashing the “offer”. Recap what they will be receiving
and how that will propel them forward with their business. It’s important to use “closing” and
“action” words always speaking in the affirmative. Speak to your prospects as if they were
already purchasers of this product even though you are telling them it is time to take action and
buy.

Abolish their apprehensions by bringing up anticipated objections in the sales copy addressing
each concern head-on. Do not tip toe around the objections. For instance, if you know that the
three most common objections are the price point, that it is only a seasonal product, and that it
may not have all the features expected, then bring it up, talk about it to overcome those
objections.

“Price justification” is the next topic to address in the close. Many new to marketing mistakenly
think that merely saying something like, “For the price of two lattes with sprinkles from Starbuck
you can have this awesome product.” However, this is not “price justification”.

“Price justification” is when you actually add up the value of the individual components in your
offer and explain what it would cost to purchase those items separately. Let’s say you have a
blogging product that also comes with a WordPress theme, a plug-in, and pre-written posts to
personalize your blog. Then you could say, “It would cost you $10 for each post and even at 10
posts it would cost you $100. Also, if you had to purchase a plug-in to make your posts appear
the way we have them it would cost you an additional $30. Also a theme like the one you will get
costs around $60 to purchase and even more if you had to hire a programmer to customize the
theme to the extent that we allow you to. In fact, all these items collectively, when purchased
separately, would cost you well in excess of $200. However, today we will offer it to you for a
single one-time payment of $47 but only if you act now by clicking that button.” That is what is
called “price justification”, because you are justifying why they should pay only $47 as opposed to
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going out and having to pay $197 to accomplish the same tasks.

Next in the “close” section of your sales letter is the “guarantee”. The “guarantee” must instill in
your prospect the feeling of risk free action, as they are not really parting with their money. Yes,
when the prospect clicks the payment button, and the payment is processed, the money ceases
to be theirs. However, buyers are more comfortable when the financial risk is removed as if they
had a long cord attached to their payment that they could merely pull back their payment if
required. This way they feel like they are allowing you to merely “hold” their money temporarily
while they review your product. Again, a “guarantee” is successful if you are able to remove the
feeling of financial risk a prospect may be internalizing.
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Chapter 5

Call to Action

The final section of the sales letter is the “call to action”. It is extremely important that you are
assertive in the “call to action” as you have to emphasize that now is the time to buy. The
prospect has been delivered the proof, seen how others are happy with their purchase, have
admitted needing what you offer, were shown that the product solves their problem, and they
know that you are an expert. So, the prospect has been educated and properly prepared to
purchase your product. However, if you don’t come out and literally ask they may not take action.
Don’t be timid. Just come out and tell them now is the time to buy. Now let’s discuss the “order
area” within your sales letter.

The “acceptance form” is your order area. Personally, I like to make this part of the page look
different than the rest of the sales letter. This area needs to stand out visually by using a different
color, fonts, or other visual element. This is to stop those that are scrolling down your page
quickly. Again, this isn’t just a payment button but an “order area” that the prospect needs to feel
compelled to stop and read.

I like to incorporate a visual element of a pre-ticked “yes” box with affirmative wording like, “Yes
Omar I want to buy this right now!” This pre-ticked “yes” box technique makes the presumption
that the prospect has already decided to make the purchase. Thus, addressing a prospect as if
they are already a customer will influence them in being comfortable with their decision to
purchase. This “assuming the sale” approach is often referred to as “business posture” since you
are taking the posture in “assuming” the prospect wants your product. This technique and
approach works. Following this, I generally have a bulleted list of everything that's included as if
they were actually filling out a purchase order just prior to signing it.

At this point I have been successful in incorporating a variation of a “Belcher Button”. This is a
button design that has been tested and proven to convert extremely well. If you haven’t had a
chance, please take a moment to Google the search term “Perry Belcher Button” to watch a
video and understand in detail its design, implementation, and why it works. Thus, the payment
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button needs to have either an orange or yellow background with navy blue text. This design
along with color scheme has even been adopted by Amazon.com as customers feel comfortable
and secure when clicking this particular color scheme. Also, as many are familiar to seeing this
button on Amazon, they are comfortable seeing it on your site.

Right beneath this “Belcher” order button you need to have the various standard types of credit
card or other payment processing company logos. This is again because customers are familiar
with seeing these trusted names during most of their purchase activity as consumers. And,
believe it or not, having a dashed line forming a perimeter around your order area has been a
proven design element that converts.

In addition to these psychological visual elements it is important to incorporate “trust seals”.
These trust seals, much like the guarantee, are an added layer of perceived protection. We use
the “IMTrustWorthy.com” seal to visually convey that our company has a proven track record
online and are held to a certain standard of ethical business practices. The prospect is thus
comforted in the fact that they may view your customer comments, and even take action against
you, at that site if they feel cheated in any way. Adding these types of seals have been proven to
increase sales.

Use an actual signature image down at the bottom next to an image of yourself smiling. This
added personalized touch signals the brain that you are a genuine individual that they are
forming a relationship. Also, a nice personalized touch would be to write a PS beneath your
photograph and signature. I have even used PS, PPS, and PPPS elements as to recapitulate the
most important parts of my sales letter incase the prospect quickly scrolled directly to the bottom
of my sales letter. Often, after reading the “deck”, a prospect does not take the time to read your
entire sales letter. Instead, they scroll all the way to the bottom and skim your page in reverse.
This consumer behavior has been studied, with the aid of “heat map” software showing the
“reverse read” approach, when sales pages and offers are being reviewed. Thus, it is important
to present what you want your prospects to read in the correct, in this case “reverse”, order by
using three postscript messages.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Remember, we do not live in an Internet marketer’s Utopia where all you need is a great product.
So, don’t fall into a delusion thinking each of these “hybrid” sales letter elements are not needed.
Even the order in presenting the sections, along with their elements, of the “hybrid” sales letter
truly matter. In fact, you even need to spend the time and/or money in incorporating appropriate
eye-catching graphics as image is everything. Our human brains think in images and appearance
does matter. Every element your prospect views, hears, and reads on their screen will influence
their perception and ultimately determine their purchase decision. Every color, font, word, order
and layout will indeed make a mark on your prospect. Remember, the old saying that, “You never
get a second chance to make a first impression”? Well, it’s doubly so when selling online.

Thus, proper consideration and care need to be taken when designing a well crafted and
effective “hybrid” sales letter if you want to increase your sales. After all, you worked hard on
either identifying a product or creating one yourself. Thus, you owe it to your potential customer
to do the finest job in presenting their needed solution in the most favorable light.

I recommend keeping notes on the side during the creation process as to remember key points
you want to convey. Now you could incorporate everything we have discussed up to this point
and find your results aren’t as you anticipated. Thus, understand that it is imperative to do “split
testing” to observe your customer’s behavior. They even make software that rotate different
headlines for testing effectiveness. Savvy marketers know “split testing” separates the novices
from the professionals where a mere change of a word in the title headline makes a difference.

Perhaps the change of a single color element, the placement of an image, or order the offer is
presented will have a colossal impact on your target market and ultimately sales. Generate a
report after a hundred sales on the performance of your “split test”. Often I have been amazed
that a simple change has such a dramatic effect. Sometimes it may even be counter intuitive to
your expectations. However, you won’t know this unless you “split test”.
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Thus, feel comfortable knowing that more than 80% of what we discussed consistently works.
This includes the proper design of the “deck” and properly constructed “offer”. However, leave
room for that 20% of re-invention and innovation that only your “split testing” and creativity can
bring to light. Heck, you may be the next speaker at the next big event sharing your revelations. I
encourage you to re-read, watch, and listen to these valuable and time tested online selling
techniques over and over again. After all, we adhere to the 6Ps of Prior, Proper, Planning,
Prevents, Poor, Performance.

As this is the last volume in the series, Melinda and I thank you again for placing your trust in us
to show you what we do to generate our financial success. We both hope to hear your success
stories in implementing these time proven strategies. We invite you to attend the various Internet
marketing events throughout the year that we ourselves attend to network, learn, and have fun.
Don’t forget that we offer many “done for you services” along with new products released through
out the year located at HigherLevelStrategies.com. Thank you for your purchase and taking
action in completing our highly regarded sales secrets in Kick Ass Sales Pages.
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